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I prostrate to the venerable Lamas.
1

W;-08m-#=v$-:0-\o,->m-$m$-.}8m-+},k
W;-N=-+1-.-M1=-<m=-0##=-08m-;1k
!;-X,-*:-8+}+-M1=-<m-8'v#-$}#=-+{k
'm-W:-ao=-06m,-0+#-#m=-0<+-.:-Ak
The essential meaning of all the excellent teachings of the Victorious One,1
The path that is praised by the excellent Children of the Victorious One,2
The port of entrance of the fortunate who wish for liberation,
Will be explained by me in accordance with my ability.
2

#$-+#-Nm+-.8m-0+{-;-1-&#=-<m$-k
+;-8A}:-+},-9}+-A-@m:-0P},-.-9m=k
W;-0-+>{=-.8m-;1-;-9m+-K},-.8mk
!;-X,-+{-+#-+$-08m-9m+-<m=-(},k
Those that have given up attachment to the pleasures of worldly existence,
Because of this they endeavor to use their leisure and fortune in a meaningful way.
Confident in the path that brings the Victorious Ones delight,
These fortunate ones, listen with a pure mind!

1

‘Victorious One’ is an epithet of the Buddha. The Tibetan is

W;-0- which is related to the Sanskrit  (from the

root , meaning ‘to conquer’ or ‘to vanquish’). This name is used for Buddhas because they have conqured  or
the continuous cycle of rebirths.
2

‘Children of the Victorious One’ is a translation of the Tibetan

W;-N=- and refers to Bodhisattvas, beings who have

vowed to help all other beings escape from the suffering of rebirth.

3

M1-+#-${=-8Ap$-1{+-.:-Nm+-13~-9mk
0+{-8K=-+},-#({:-6m-08m-*0=-1{+-;k
Nm+-;-0!1-.-9m=-<$-;v=-%,-M1=k
\o,-,=-8&m$-@m:-*}#-1:-${=-8Ap$-02;k
Without a completely pure wish for liberation,3
There is no method to pacify the pursuit of the pleasurable fruits of the ocean of worldly existence.
But living beings are completely bound by their worldly thirsts.
Consequently, they first wish for liberation.
4

+;-8A}:-J{+-+!8-3|-;-;}$-1{+-.k
9m+-;-#}1=-.=-3|-8+m8m-'$-<=-X}#
;=-8K=-1m-0Ut-8"}:-08m-&q#-0#;-M1=k
9$-9$-0=1-,-@m-18m-'$-<=-X}#k
Leisure and fortune are difficult to find; life is brief.
By familiarizing the mind to this, attachment to this life is counteracted.
The fruits of karma and the incontrovertible sufferings of cyclic existence,4
If one thinks again and again of these things, attachment in future lives will be counteracted.

3

‘Wish for Liberation’ is a translation of the Tibetan

${=-8Ap$- and literally means ‘definite emergence’ and can refer

to the emergence from  , the cycle of rebirth or the wish for such an emergence.
4

‘Cyclic existence’ refers to the Sanskrit word  and is a translation of the Tibetan

painful cycle of birth and death that all unenlightened beings must endure.

8"}:-0- which refers to the

5

+{-W:-#}1=-.=-8"}:-08m-/v,-3~#=-;k
9m+-*},-!+-%m#-21-9$-1m-[{-6m$-k
(m,-13,-\o,-_p-*:-.-+},-#({:-R}k
Ap$-,-+{-3|-${=-8Ap$-[{=-.-;#=k
By becoming familiar in that way,
Desire for the good things of cyclic existence does not arise even for an instant.
For all the day and night, one will strive to produce the knowledge of liberation.
If this arises, from then on the wish for liberation is born.
6

${=-8Ap$-+{-9$-M1-+#-={1=-0[{+-<m=k
7m,-.-1{+-,-R-1{+-A$-&u0-<mk
/v,-3~#=-0+{-08m-Wv-:v-1m-8>o:-0=k
R}-X,-M1=-<m=-A$-&u0-={1=-1&}#-0[{+k
Moreover that wish for liberation, if not done with a completely pure altruistic Mind,5
It will not arise as a cause of,
The perfect happiness of Supreme Enlightenment.
It is by those endowed with intelligence that the Supreme Mind of Enlightenment6 is produced.

5

‘Altruistic Mind’ is a translation of the Tibetan

to translate the Sanskrit 

={1=-0[{+- which literally means "mind generation." It is often used

 meaning the birth of the state of mind where one wishes to attain Buddhahood for the

sake of other beings.
6

‘Supreme Mind of Enlightenment’ is a translation of the Tibetan

the Sanskrit  

A$-&u0-={1=-1&}#- which is often used to translate

again meaning the altruistic desire to help all sentient beings attain Enlightenment.

7

co#=-H#-&u-0}-06m-9m-Wv,->m=-={:k
0S}#-+!8-;=-<m-8&m$-0-+1-.}=-0&1=k
0+#-84n,-U#=-<m-H-08m-)t0=-=v-3u+k
1-:m#-1v,-.8m-*#-&{,-\o,-,=-8*m0=k
Carried by the strong flow of the four rivers,
Bound by the tights bonds of unobstructable action,
Inside the iron net of the conception of a self,
Completely covered by the great darkness of ignorance.
8

1v-1{+-Nm+-.:-[{-0-:vk
&q#-0#;-#=v1->m=-Wv,-&+-1{+-.:-1,:k
#,=-!0=-8+m-8H:->o:-08m-1-M1=-<mk
$$-3u;-0=1=-,=-={1=-1&}#-0[{+-.:-14~+k
Endless rebirths in worldly existence,
Continuously tormented by The Three Sufferings,7
When a condition like this arises, reflecting upon
The natural disposition of your mothers produces the highest state of mind.8

&q#-0#;->m-&q#-0#;k or  ), The Suffering of Change
8>o:-08m-&q#-0#;k or ू ), and Pervasive Suffering (=0-.-8`o-A{+-<m-&q#-0#;k or  ).
(

7

8

The Three Sufferings are The Suffering of Pain (

That is, thinking about how during our uncountable rebirths all sentient beings have been our mother during some life
and have cared for us when we were weak and in need.

9

#,=-;v#=-K}#=-.8m-<{=-:0-1m-X,-,k
${=-8Ap$-A$-&u0-={1=-;-#}1=-A=-<$-k
Nm+-.8m-P-0-0%+-.:-1m-ao=-.=k
+{-@m:-K{,-8K{;-K}#=-.8m-*0=-;-80+k
If not endowed with the highest knowledge of realizing the true nature of the mind,
Even being familiar with the liberating Mind of Enlightenment,9
Will be without the power to cut the root cause.
Therefore, strive to realize the way of Dependent Arising.10
10

#$-6m#-8"}:-8+=-&}=-M1=-*1=-%+-<mk
Wv-8K=-,1-9$-0Ut-0-1{+-1*}$-6m$-k
+1m#=-.8m-#)+-=}-#$-9m,-\o,-6m#-.k
+{-,m-=$=-W=-+>{=-.8m-;1-;-bo#=k
Whoever sees that the cause and effect of all phenomena,
In cyclic existence and beyond are never controvertible.
Destroying all objects of fixed reference points,
This is to enter the path pleasing to the Buddhas.

9

See note 6 above.

10

‘Dependent Arising’ is a translation of the Tibetan

K{,-8K{;k which is a shortened form of K{,-8K{;-9,-;#-0%t-

#(m=k which refers to The Twelve Links of Dependent Origination (in Sanskrit  ू

" ) which is the
!

Buddhist doctrine that phenomena arise together in a mutually interdependent web of cause and effect.

11

'$-0-K{,-8K{;-0Ut-0-1{+-.-+$-k
%}$-.-"=-;{,-K;-08m-#}-0-#(m=k
'm-Nm+-=}-=}:-'$-0-+{-Nm+-`ok
+-`o$-*v0-.8m-+#}$=-.-K}#=-.-1{+k
Seeing the inevitable Dependent Origination,
And the emptiness of assertions,
As long as each of these two are not understood,
For that long the intention of the One who is Able is not realized.11
12

,1-6m#-:{=-8'}#-1{+-.:-%m#-%:-`ok
K{,-8K{;-1m-0Ut:-1*}$-0-21-(m+-,=k
${=-<{=-9v;->m-84n,-%$=-\o,-8'm#-,k
+{-3|-W-08m-+?+-.-Q}#=-.-;#=k
When they are simultaneous and not alternating,12
From the very moment of seeing the incontrovertible Dependent Origination,
If by certain knowledge one destroys all ways of grasping at objects,
At that time the analysis of this view is complete.13

*v0-.k and is a name for the Buddha.

11

‘One who is Able’ is a translation of the Tibetan

12

Here ‘they’ refers to the two understandings mentioned in the previous stanza.

13

The phrase ‘this view’ is a translation of the Tibetan

fixed reference points discussed above.

W-0k and refers to the false views about cause and effect and

13

#6,-9$-'$-0=-9}+-1*8-={;-0-+$-k
%}$-.=-1{+-1*8-={;-6m$-%}$-.-(m+k
Wv-+$-8K=-0v:-8&:-08m-3u;-<{=-,k
1*:-84n,-W-0=-8J}#-.:-1m-8>o:-:}k
Further, by perception clearing away the Extreme of Existence,
And by Emptiness clearing away the Extreme of Non-Existence.
If one understands the method of becoming conscious of the Emptiness of cause and effect,14
One will not become deprived by holding Extreme views.15
14

+{-W:-;1->m-#2~-0}-M1-#=v1->mk
#,+-M1=-:$-#m=-'m-06m,-K}#=-.8m-3|k
+0{,-.-0%{,-){-0P},-8Es=-%}0=-0[{+-,=k
#),->m-1`o,-1-Bp:-`o-au0=-<m#-0vk
Like that, the essential points of three main aspects of the path
When exactly realized,
Making use of solitude, having produced strong effort,
Children, quickly and completely achieve your goal!16

14

Here ‘Emptiness’ refers to the Tibetan term

%}$-.k or the Sanskrit term #
$
. These terms refer to the Buddhist

doctrine that all things are empty of soul, permanence, and essential self-nature. This should not be confused with the
Nihilistic view mentioned in the above line (see footnote 15 below) as Empty things in this sense means that they are
neither existent nor non-existent.

9}+-1*:k or %&) which is a
1{+-1*:k or
sort of materialism that claims things have a permanent existence and the Extreme of Non-Existence (

15

The ‘Extreme views’ are the two views referenced above, the Extreme of Existence (

'%&) which is a kind of nothingness or nihilism that claims nothing exists.
16

Here ‘goal’ is a translation of the Tibetan

wish, or future plans."

1`o,-1k which I take to be synonymous with 8`o,-1k meaning "goal, aim,

6{=-.-8+m-,m-1$-`o-*}=-.8m-+#{-U}$-R}-07$-E#=-.8m-+.;->m=-3-"}-+0},-.}-$#-+0$-E#=-.-;-#+1=-.8mkk
Thus the majestic monk of much learning, Lobsang Trakpa
Instructed Tsekho Wönpo Ngawang Trakpo.17

--Feel free to distribute this text as long as it is unaltered.
Please send any corrections to : nic.bommarito@gmail.com



17

Lobsang Trakpa is another name for Tsong Khapa.

